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Abstract 1 

Background: Many methods, including multistate models, have been proposed in the literature 2 

to estimate the treatment effect on overall survival in randomized trials with treatment switching 3 

permit after the disease progression. Nevertheless, the cured fraction of patients has not been 4 

considered. The cured would never experience the progressive disease, but they may suffer 5 

death with a hazard comparable to that of people without the disease. With the mix of the cured 6 

subgroup, existing methods yield highly biased effect estimation and fail to reflect the truth in 7 

uncured patients.  8 

Methods: In this paper, we propose a new multistate transition model to incorporate the cure, 9 

progression, treatment switching, and death states during trials. In the proposed model, the 10 

probability of cure and the death hazard of the cured are modeled separately. For the not cured 11 

patients, the semi-competing risks model is used with the treatment effect evaluated via 12 

transitional hazards between states. The particle swarm optimization algorithm is adopted to 13 

estimate the model parameters.  14 

Results: Extensive simulation studies have been conducted to evaluate the performance of the 15 

proposed multistate model and compare it with existing treatment switching adjustment 16 

methods. Results show that in all scenarios, the treatment effect estimation of the proposed 17 

model is more accurate than that of existing treatment switching adjustment methods. Besides, 18 

the application to diffuse large B-cell lymphoma data has also illustrated the superiority of the 19 

proposed model. 20 

Conclusions: The superiority and robustness of the proposed multistate transition model 21 

qualify it to estimate the treatment effect in trials with the treatment switching permit after 22 
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progression and a cured subgroup.  23 

Keywords: Multistate model; treatment switching; cured subgroup; semi-competing risks; 24 

effect estimation25 
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Background  26 

In randomized controlled trials (RCT), patients are randomly assigned to either 27 

experimental or control groups and followed up until the occurrence of the event of interest or 28 

the termination of the trial. In studies comparing the effectiveness of different treatments, 29 

progression-free survival (PFS) is often adopted as a surrogate endpoint of overall survival (OS) 30 

due to shorter follow-up requirements and well prediction for OS. In some trials with PFS as 31 

the primary endpoint, patients in the control group are permitted to switch onto the experimental 32 

group after progression if the experimental efficacy is uncovered by existing or external data. 33 

The treatment switching allowance is increasingly common, especially in cancer clinical trials 34 

[1]. It is driven by ethical and practice concerns [2, 3]. It is ethically recommended to offer 35 

patients early access to the new treatment to obtain potential benefits. Besides, the treatment 36 

switching permit has the advantage of boosting trial recruitment without impacting on the 37 

analysis of short-term endpoint (i.e., PFS), since the balance between groups is not damaged 38 

before treatment switching.  39 

However, for studies on the long-term treatment effect (i.e., OS), which is critical for 40 

health technology assessment (HTA) decision-making, the treatment switching contributes to 41 

considerable confounding [4]. Many statistical methods have been proposed to adjust for 42 

treatment switching in the literature. Robins and Tsiatis [5] proposed the rank preserving 43 

structural failure time model (RPSFTM) to estimate the treatment effect in trials with treatment 44 

switching. Via accelerated failure time (AFT) models, the counterfactual latent failure time of 45 

switchers is calculated and the grid search is adopted to obtain the accelerated factor (AF) 46 

estimate based on the randomization. In the process of counterfactual failure time calculation, 47 
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White et al. [6] explained the necessity of re-censoring in breaking the dependence of censoring 48 

time and treatment. Further, Branson and Whitehead [7] proposed an iterative parameter 49 

estimation (IPE) algorithm to adjust for treatment crossover. Similarly, re-censoring is also 50 

needed in the IPE algorithm. The difference is that the likelihood-based analysis is used in IPE 51 

instead of the rank-test approach in RPSFTM, which greatly accelerates the effect estimation 52 

computation. The IPE method has been extended to the prognostic assessment-based treatment 53 

switching [8]. Both the RPSFTM and IPE methods are randomization-based and have the key 54 

assumption of common treatment effect (CTE). The CTE assumption limits their application. 55 

In cases that the CTE assumption is not satisfied, i.e., the treatment effect in switchers is 56 

different from the treatment effect in patients initially randomized to the experimental treatment, 57 

a two-stage estimation (TSE) method was proposed by Latimer et al [9]. The treatment effect 58 

in switchers, which is defined as the switching effect in this paper, is estimated by comparing 59 

the survival of switchers and no-switchers in control group after the progressive disease (PD). 60 

The time of PD is regarded as the “second baseline”. To obtain the unbiased estimate of the 61 

switching effect, the “no unmeasured confounders” assumption is required at the second 62 

baseline. The inverse probability of censoring weights (IPCW) method [10], an observational-63 

based method to estimate treatment effect in studies with treatment switching, is also 64 

constrained by the “no unmeasured confounders” assumption. Extensive comparisons of these 65 

treatment switching adjustment methods have been carried out in the literature [2, 9, 11-15]. A 66 

major flaw of these methods is that the treatment effect change with patient status is neglected. 67 

Some patients may experience PD before death while some do not. For patients who 68 

experienced PD, the treatment effects on OS before and after PD are probably different, which 69 
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has not been accounted for in these methods. 70 

Multistate models have been proposed in the literature to describe the different trajectories 71 

to death and the corresponding treatment effect. Specifically, Zeng et al [16] proposed to model 72 

the observed PD and death times via a semi-competing risks model. The logistic model was 73 

used to model the progression status (i.e., progression or not before death). Semi-parametric 74 

hazard models are used in the transitions between randomization to death, randomization to 75 

progression, and progression to death. Zhang et al [17] extended Zeng’s method with the 76 

gamma frailty model to account for dependence between PD and death times and a Bayesian 77 

procedure was adopted to estimate the treatment effect. Huang et al [18] adopted copula models 78 

to establish the joint distribution of PD and death times subsequently. Chen et al [19] extended 79 

Zeng’s method to accommodate two-way time-varying switching. With design-based treatment 80 

switching in the context of recurrent events data, Chen [20] proposed a semiparametric frailty 81 

modeling approach to estimate time-varying effects. 82 

Though gradually refined and improved, the semi-competing risks model has not 83 

considered the subgroup for whom the disease is cured. Those patients are insusceptible to PD. 84 

It is worth noting that the cured or not is different from the patient disparity in trajectories to 85 

death mentioned before. In the semi-competing risks model, some patients may not experience 86 

PD due to the censoring of death. However, the cure means that patients would never experience 87 

PD even without the censoring of death. With the development of medicine, many diseases, 88 

such as early-stage cancers [21], could be clinically curable and patients would never 89 

experience PD and would have a life expectancy similar to that of people without the disease. 90 

In the analysis of acute graft-versus-host disease (aGVHD), Lee et al [22] took the fraction of 91 
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patients insusceptible to the aGVHD into consideration and proposed a novel multistate model 92 

incorporating semi-competing risks model and the cured proportion. Treatment switching has 93 

not been considered in Lee’s study nevertheless. Zhang et al [23] have also considered the cured 94 

fraction to the disease and they adopted a cure rate model for the PD time. But the emphasis of 95 

their study was the joint modeling of the longitudinal biomarkers and the survival data, the 96 

treatment effect assessment accounting for switching has not been comprehensively considered.  97 

In this paper, we propose a novel multistate transition model which includes the cured 98 

fraction of patients, the semi-competing risks between progression and death, and the treatment 99 

switching. In the proposed model, logistic models are adopted for the patient heterogeneity (i.e., 100 

cured or not) and the treatment switching choice, semi-competing risks model with patient-101 

specific shared frailty is used for the progression and death times, as well as the correlation 102 

between them. The treatment effect on cure rate, progression, and death hazard is quantitatively 103 

measured using the coefficient of the covariate “group” in each sub-model. The proposed model 104 

evaluates the treatment effects on the cured and uncured subgroups separately. The impact of 105 

the cured subgroup on the treatment effect estimation in uncured patients is eliminated 106 

successfully.  107 

Methods 108 

Multistate transition model 109 

In this subsection, we introduce the proposed multistate transition model in detail. Five 110 

states are incorporated in the model, including cured, not cured, progression, treatment 111 

switching, and death. The transitions between these five states are shown in Figure 1. The cured 112 

fraction (bold in Figure 1) is innovatively considered in the proposed model in comparison with 113 
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Zeng’s semi-competing risks model [16]. 114 

 115 

Figure 1. Proposed multistate transition model in which the cured fraction (bold) is 116 

innovatively considered. 117 

In RCTs comparing the effectiveness of experimental and control treatments, a proportion 118 

of patients might be cured and they would never experience the PD. Let s be the cure indicator 119 

with s=1 representing the cured patient and s=0 representing the not cured patient. The 120 

probability of being cured (denoted by  ) is expressed as 121 

   0 1

1
1 ,

1 exp
P s

a a trt
   

    
                        (1) 122 

where trt  is the treatment indicator with 1trt   representing the experimental treatment and 123 

0trt   representing the control treatment. With the specified cure rate of experimental and 124 

control treatments (denoted by exp  and 
ctr , respectively), the intercept ( 0a ) and coefficient 125 

( 1a  ) in equation (1) could be calculated easily. Assume that patients randomized to control 126 

treatment are allowed to switch onto the experimental treatment after PD. The treatment 127 

switching is voluntary and may be influenced by the time to PD, which is denoted by 
PDt . For 128 

example, patients who do well and have longer progression time are advised to stay on the 129 

control treatment rather than switching [24]. Similarly, a logistic model is used to establish the 130 

probability of treatment switching (denoted by p), i.e., 131 
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 0 1

1
1| 0, 0, 1 ,

1 exp
PD

PD

t

p P V s trt
b b Q

     
    

             (2) 132 

where V  is the treatment switching indicator with 1V   representing switching and 0V   133 

otherwise, 
PD  is the indicator for PD occurrence with 1PD   representing that the time to 134 

PD is observed and 0PD   otherwise. 
PDt

Q  is an ordinal categorical variable converted by 135 

PDt , with 1,2,3,4
PDt

Q   representing that the 
PDt  is at <25%, 25%-50%, 50%-75%, >70% 136 

quantiles of the progression time, respectively. The ordinal categorical variable 
PDt

Q  rather 137 

than the original continuous variable 
PDt  is used to describe the impact of the progression time 138 

on the treatment switching probability for ease of clinical interpretation. Based on similar 139 

studies [16, 22] in the literature, we express the transition hazards between states 1-4 as follows. 140 

     14 14| 1 , 0D D Dh t s t t                              (3) 141 

     23 23 23| , 0 exp , 0PD PD PDh t trt s t trt t                     (4) 142 

     24 24 24| , 0 exp , 0D D Dh t trt s t trt t                      (5) 143 

      34 34 34,1 34,2| , , 0 exp 1 , 0PPD PD PPD PD Dh t t trt s t trt V trt t t             (6) 144 

In equations (3)-(6), , ,PD D PPDt t t  represent the time to PD, time to death without progression, 145 

and time to post-progression death, respectively,    is the patient-specific shared frailty 146 

following a gamma distribution with mean one and variance  , i.e.,  1 1,Ga     [25]. The 147 

correlation between the progression time and the death time, as well as the patient heterogeneity, 148 

is reflected by the shared frailty. In equation (3), only the baseline hazard is included and the 149 

treatment has no effect on the death hazard of the cured subgroup, as we assume that the cured 150 

have similar death hazards as people who have never suffered the disease. In equation (6), the 151 

coefficient 34,1   and 34,2   represent the experimental treatment effect and the treatment 152 

switching effect, respectively, on the hazard of post-progression death. Under the assumption 153 
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of CTE, we have 34,1 34,2 24=    . For treatments that have a smaller effect on progressed 154 

patients, 34,1  is closer to zero than 24 . In cases that patients switched onto the experimental 155 

treatment after progression benefit less compared to patients randomized to the experimental 156 

treatment at first, 34,2  is closer to zero than 34,1 . 157 

Maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) of the treatment effect 158 

In equations (1)-(6), the cure rate, treatment switching probability, and the transition 159 

hazards between states are explicitly modeled. Based on the observed data, the MLE method is 160 

used to estimate the parameters in the model.  161 

Suppose a trial with N patients, the observed data for each patient include162 

 , , , , , 1,2,...,i PDi PDi Di Ditrt t t i N   , where 
itrt  is the treatment indicator, 

PDit  and 
Dit  are 163 

the PD and death times, respectively, 
PDi  and 

Di  are the censoring indicator for PD and 164 

death, respectively, for the i-th patient. The PD time could be censored by both death and trial 165 

termination (denoted by  ) while the death time could only be censored by  . For patients 166 

who have experienced PD, we have =Di PDi PPDit t t , where 
PPDit  is the post-progression death 167 

time. Besides, for patients who have experienced PD in the control arm, the treatment 168 

switching indicator V  illustrates whether he/she switches onto the experimental arm. During 169 

the follow-up of the trial, six scenarios may be observed regarding progression, treatment 170 

switching and death status (i.e., , ,PD DV  ), as shown in Table 1. The likelihood of each status 171 

could be calculated accordingly.  172 

Table 1. Observed status indicator and likelihood contribution corresponding to six possible 173 

scenarios during the trial. 174 
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Status Description 
Observed data 

 , ,PD DV   Likelihood 

A Observed PD, switching, and death (1, 1, 1) f1 

B Observed PD, switching, and censored death (1, 1, 0) f2 

C Observed PD and death without switching (1, 0, 1) f3 

D Observed PD and censored death without switching (1, 0, 0) f4 

E Observed death without PD (0, -, 1) f5 

F Censored PD and death  (0, -, 0) f6 

According to the trial setting, patients in the control arm are allowed to switch onto the 175 

experimental arm only after the occurrence of PD, the switching indicator is not applicable in 176 

statuses E and F since the PD is not observed. Besides, patients with observed PD are not cured 177 

without a doubt, i.e., patients in statuses A-D are not cured ( 0s   ), while patients without 178 

observed PD could belong to either the cured or the not cured subgroup. Therefore, the 179 

likelihood functions 5f   6f   should be marginalized with respect to the distribution of s. 180 

Besides, the likelihood functions 1f   6f   are the marginal distributions with respect to the 181 

distribution of shared frailty (   ), i.e.,    | , 1, 2,...,6k kf t f t d k    . The corresponding 182 

conditional distributions (i.e.,  | , 1,2,...,6kf t k  ) are shown as follows,  183 

             0
1 24 23 23 34 34, | ( 0) | | | ( 1) | |I trt

PD PPD PD PD PD PPD PPDf t t P s S t S t h t P V S t h t               184 

           0
2 24 23 23 34, | ( 0) | | | ( 1) |I trt

PD PPD PD PD PD PPDf t t P s S t S t h t P V S t           185 

             0
3 24 23 23 34 34, | ( 0) | | | ( 0) | |I trt

PD PPD PD PD PD PPD PPDf t t P s S t S t h t P V S t h t               186 

           0
4 24 23 23 34, | ( 0) | | | ( 0) |I trt

PD PPD PD PD PD PPDf t t P s S t S t h t P V S t           187 

           5 23 24 24 14 14| ( 0) | | | + ( 1) | |D D D D D Df t P s S t S t h t P s S t h t                188 
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       6 23 24 14| ( 0) | | + ( 1) |D D D Df t P s S t S t P s S t          189 

where ( 0)I trt   is the control treatment indicator,    24 240
| exp |

t

S t h u du       , 190 

   23 230
| exp |

t

S t h u du       ,    34 340
| exp |

t

S t h u du       , and 191 

   14 140
| exp |

t

S t h u du       . Assume the transitional baseline hazards are constant, i.e., 192 

 14 14t   ,  23 23t   ,  24 24t   , and  34 34t   , with marginal distributions of the 193 

conditional distributions above, the observed data likelihood for 194 

 0 1 0 1 14 23 23 24 24 34 34,1 34,2, , , , , , , , , , , ,a a b b            is 195 

 
 
 

( 0)(1 ) (1 ) (1 )(1 )
1 2 3 4 (1 ) (1 )(1 )

5 6( 1)(1 )1
1 2

,
PD D PD D PD D PD D

PD D PD D

PD D PD D

I trt
V V V V

N

I trt
i

f f f f
L f f

f f

       

   

   

   

  



  
          

    (7)  196 

where ( 1)I trt   is the experimental treatment indicator. To maximize  L   in equation (7), 197 

let 198 

 

   
       
       
       

   
   

1 2

3 4

1 2
1

5

6

log

log (1 ) log
( 0)

(1 ) log (1 )(1 ) log

= .( 1) log (1 ) log

(1 ) log

(1 )(1 ) log

PD D PD D

PD D PD D
N

PD D PD D
i

PD D

PD D

L

V f V f
I trt

V f V f

I trt f f

f

f

   

   

   

 

 



     
   

  
       

 
      
 
  
    


     (8) 199 

Then, the goal is to find   that maximizes     in equation (8). 200 

Particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm 201 

There are many unknown parameters in   to estimate, a simple and easily implemented 202 

method is adopted. PSO algorithm is a population-based stochastic optimization technique 203 

developed by Kennedy and Eberhart [26], inspired by the social behavior of bird flocking or 204 

fish schooling. It has been successfully applied in the area of medicine, such as medical images 205 

analysis [27], information clustering [28], disease diagnosis [29], and so on. The flow chart of 206 
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the PSO algorithm is shown in Figure 2 [30].  207 

 208 

Figure 2. Flow chart of the PSO algorithm [30]. 209 

There are five steps in the PSO algorithm. 210 

1) Initialize M solutions, which are named “particles” in PSO, for  . There are a position 211 

vector and a velocity vector for each particle. The position vector (denoted by φ  ) 212 

represents the candidate solution to maximize  Z   in equation (8), or similarly, to 213 

minimize  Z  , while the velocity vector (denoted by v ) represents the direction and 214 

amplitude of the position change in the next iteration to search for a better solution. The 215 

number of dimensions of the position and velocity vectors is equal to the number of 216 

elements in  .   217 

2) Calculate the value of the target function to evaluate the fitness of each particle. In the 218 

context of this study, calculate   , 1,2,...,mZ m Mφ  in equation (8).  219 

3) Calculate “pbest” and “gbest”, where “pbest” is the best position of each particle in history 220 
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iterations while “gbest” is the best position among all particles in history iterations. The 221 

larger the value of  Z φ , the better the position of particles. 222 

4) Update the particle velocity and position. For the m-th particle, the velocity and position in 223 

the (j+1)-th iteration are 224 

       1 1 ( ) ( ) 2 2 ( ) ( )1 m j m j j m jm j m j
c u pbest c u gbest          v v φ φ  225 

and      1 +1 , 1,2,...,
m j m j m j

m M   φ φ ν ,  226 

where   is the inertia weight, we set it 0.5 in this paper, more elaborated setting of   227 

are referenced to [31]. 1c   and 2c   are accelerating factors and we set them to be the 228 

commonly used value of two, i.e., 1 2 2c c  . 1u  and 2u  are random numbers from the 229 

uniform distribution  0,1U . To keep the best solution search within an appropriate space, 230 

the velocity is clamped to a maximum velocity, we set the maximum to be 0.1 in this study. 231 

Similarly, the search space is also limited for each parameter, which is discussed later.   232 

5) Repeat steps 2-4 until the maximum iteration is reached or no better fitness is attained. The 233 

latter is manifested as that the increase of the target function  Z   value for the “gbest” 234 

particle is smaller than a pre-specified threshold, which is 1e-8 in this paper.  235 

The initial particles in step 1 of the PSO algorithm are set as follows. Firstly, we adopt 236 

logistic models and AFT models to fit the observed data to get the crude estimate of each 237 

parameter. Specifically, patients with observed PD are classified as not cured and patients 238 

without observed PD are classified as cured with a probability of 0.5. Then the estimates of 0a  239 

and 1a  are obtained by fitting the cure status with a logistic model. Based on the patients who 240 

have observed PD in the control treatment arm, the logistic model is used to fit the treatment 241 

switching status, then the estimates of 0b  and 1b  are obtained. For parameters 242 
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14 23 23 24 24 34 34,1, , , , , ,        and 34,2  , AFT models are used to fit the death time of 243 

classified cured patients, observed PD time of classified not cured patients, death time of 244 

classified not cured patients without observed PD, and post-progression death time of classified 245 

not cured patients with observed PD, respectively. The initial value of   is set at 0.5. Secondly, 246 

define the solution search space for each parameter. Specifically, for the parameter   , the 247 

search space is limited within  0.1, 2.5  , for parameters 14 23 24, ,     and 34  , the search 248 

space is limited within the scope of crude point estimate multiplied by 0.01 to 100, while the 249 

search space for other parameters is limited within the scope of crude point estimate plus or 250 

minus one. Thirdly, generate the random initial position of each particle within the search space 251 

of each parameter. The elements in the initial velocity of each particle are generated randomly 252 

within  0.1,0.1 .  253 

Results 254 

Simulation study 255 

Study design 256 

We simulate independent datasets based on an RCT in which patients are randomized 1:1 257 

to experimental and control groups and a certain proportion of patients could be cured in both 258 

groups. For cured patients, the progression would never happen, the death hazard is small and 259 

independent of the treatment. Uncured patients in the control group are permitted to switch onto 260 

the experimental group after PD and the switching probability is dependent on the time to PD. 261 

The transition hazards between states are known. For the basic scenario, the true values of the 262 

parameters are as follows. 263 
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exp 1

14 23 23 24 24

34 34,1 34,2

30%, 15%, 30%, log 3 ,

0.0003, 0.02, log 0.4 , 0.005, log 0.4 ,

0.03, log 0.4 , log 0.4 , 1.

ctr
p b 

    

   

   

    

   

 264 

That is, the cure rates in experimental and control groups are 30% and 15%, respectively, the 265 

values of 0a  and 1a  are calculated accordingly. With the switching proportion of 30% and the 266 

value of 1b  , the value of 0b  could be computed via iterations. Under the setting of 267 

23 23 24, ,    and 24 , about 20% uncured patients would die without progression. Besides, in 268 

this scenario,  23 24 34,1 34,2 log 0.4        . That is, the experimental therapy has the 269 

same treatment effect on prolonging the PFS and OS, on prolonging OS in patients with or 270 

without PD, as well as in switchers. 271 

Control methods for switching adjustment 272 

To provide context on the performance of the proposed multistate transition model, we 273 

present the estimation results of several control methods. The control methods are grouped into 274 

simple treatment switching adjustment methods and multistate model methods. For the former, 275 

the treatment effect is assumed to be a constant for all patients. Only one parameter is to be 276 

estimated for these methods. These methods include: 277 

1) intention to treat (ITT) analysis which ignores the treatment switching; 278 

2) per-protocol analysis which censors the switchers at the PD time (PPcen); 279 

3) per-protocol analysis which excludes the switchers from the analysis dataset (PPexc); 280 

4) RPSFTM method with the treatment effect estimated via grid searching (GE) [5]; 281 

5) RPSFTM method with the treatment effect estimated via iteration parameter estimation 282 

(IPE) [7]. 283 

Re-censoring is considered in GE and IPE methods. Besides, the two-stage estimation (TSE) 284 
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method, which estimates the switching effect and treatment effect separately in two stages [9], 285 

is also classified into the category of simple treatment switching adjustment methods in this 286 

paper. The multistate model methods highlight the treatment effect heterogeneity across patient 287 

subcategories and patient statuses. In this paper, we consider the proposed multistate transition 288 

model without considering the shared frailty and Zeng’s semi-competing risks model. For 289 

comparability, the PSO algorithm is adopted for the parameter estimation of Zeng’s method 290 

instead of the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm adopted in their research [16]. 291 

Investigated scenarios 292 

To evaluate the robustness of the proposed multistate transition model, as well as the 293 

performance sensitivity of control methods concerning different trial settings, the simulation 294 

study covers several scenarios. Only one key variable changes across scenarios to show the 295 

influence of the variable on the performance of the proposed and control methods. Specifically, 296 

based on the basic scenario described in the “Study design” subsection, the changing variables 297 

are listed as follows across scenarios.   298 

1) Cure rate: exp 15%
ctr

    with an equal cure rate between groups; 299 

exp 30%, 15%
ctr

    with the cure rate ratio being two; and exp 45%, 15%
ctr

    300 

with the cure rate ratio being three. 301 

2) Switching proportion: 10% (low), 30% (moderate), and 50% (high). 302 

3) Treatment effect (TE) assumption:  303 

A. CTE satisfied: the treatment effect on OS is the same for switchers and patients initially 304 

randomized to experimental treatment, no matter whether the PD happens or not, i.e., 305 

 24 34,1 34,2 log 0.4     . 306 
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When CTE is not satisfied, two scenarios are considered as follows.  307 

B. The treatment effects on OS are different for patients with or without PD and we assume 308 

the protective effect of experimental treatment is larger for patients without PD, i.e., 309 

   24 34,1 34,2log 0.4 , log 0.6     . 310 

C. The treatment effects for switchers and patients randomized to the experimental group 311 

at first are different and we assume the switchers benefit less, i.e., 312 

   24 34,1 34,2log 0.4 , log 0.6     . 313 

4) Sample size: 500, 1000, and 2000. 314 

Performance measures 315 

The main purpose of this paper is to estimate the experimental treatment effect on OS in 316 

RCTs with treatment switching permission after progression in control group and with a 317 

proportion of patients cured in both groups. In multistate models, including the proposed 318 

multistate transitional models, the treatment effects on transitions towards different states are 319 

described by different parameters ( 23 24,  , and 34,1 ). We evaluate the performance of the 320 

proposed model and other multistate methods via the accuracy of the estimates of 23 24,  , and 321 

34,1 , as well as other parameters. The estimation accuracy is measured by the percentage bias 322 

(PB(%)), mean squared error (MSE), and empirical standard error (SE) of the estimate. 323 

Specifically, PB(%) is calculated as  ˆ 100    , where   refers to the true value of 324 

parameters and ̂   is the mean of the parameter estimates. The percentage bias is more 325 

preferable to the bias because of the different scales of the parameters to estimate. MSE is 326 

calculated as  2

itr
ˆ N  , where itrN  is the number of the simulation replicates.  327 

Simple treatment switching adjustment methods (i.e., ITT, PPcen, PPexc, GE, IPE, and 328 
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TSE) ignore the treatment effect heterogeneity for different patient subcategories or the effect 329 

change with the PD status of patients. The treatment effect estimates of these methods reflect 330 

the average effect in all patients across all statuses. We evaluate them from two aspects. On the 331 

one hand, the treatment effect on death without progression ( 24 ) is served as the true value, 332 

since patients who have not progressed are recruited in the trial to evaluate the treatment effect 333 

on OS. On the other hand, under each scenario, we simulate data for 1 000 000 patients without 334 

incorporating treatment switching and estimate the average hazard ratio ( .HRave ) on OS. The 335 

logarithm of the average HR, i.e.,  log .HRave , is served as the true value to evaluate the 336 

performance of the simple treatment switching adjustment methods. For GE, IPE, and TSE 337 

methods, the death time data corrected by the estimated AF are used to estimate the HR via a 338 

proportional hazard model [6]. It is worth noting that the average treatment effect estimate, i.e., 339 

 log .HRave , is prone to error because it is obtained via simulation instead of the calculation, 340 

but the error is likely to be extremely minimal given the large number of patients simulated 341 

[32].    342 

Simulation results 343 

The simulation results are displayed in two parts. In the first part, the multistate models 344 

are compared (i.e., proposed multistate transition model with or without shared frailty versus 345 

Zeng’s semi-competing risks model). In the second part, the performances of simple treatment 346 

switching adjustment methods are investigated. In either part, the estimation performances 347 

concerning different scenarios are presented. 100 datasets are simulated in each scenario. 348 

Under the basic scenario, the estimation performances of the proposed multistate transition 349 

model and Zeng’s semi-competing risks model are shown in Table 2. As shown in the third and 350 
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fourth columns, the proposed multistate transition model could provide an almost unbiased 351 

estimation of the parameters via the PSO algorithm, especially for the baseline hazards of 352 

transitions between states (i.e., 14 23 24, ,    , and 34  ). For parameters except 14  , the 353 

estimation bias is less than 4% of the true value. From the results of the proposed multistate 354 

transition model without considering shared frailty (middle part in Table 2), we see that the 355 

estimation bias is greatly increased. It is observed that the baseline hazards (i.e., 14 23 24, ,   , 356 

and 34 ) are underestimated uniformly. The treatment effects are also underestimated from the 357 

perspective of HR (i.e.,    23 24exp , exp ,  and  34,1exp  ), while the treatment effect for 358 

switchers (i.e.,  34,2exp  ) is overestimated. The probabilities of cure and treatment switching 359 

are also overestimated. As seen in the last four columns in Table 2, the semi-competing risks 360 

model without considering the cured fraction and shared frailty leads to large estimation biases, 361 

particularly in the effect estimate on the death without progression (i.e., 24 ). The direction of 362 

the estimation bias for the semi-competing risks model is the same as that for the multistate 363 

transition model without considering shared frailty. Therefore, failing to consider the cured 364 

fraction and the shared frailty results in large estimation biases. 365 
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Table 2. Parameter estimation performances of the proposed multistate transition model with or without shared frailty and Zeng’s semi-competing 

risks model under the basic scenario, N=2000. 

Est: parameter estimate; PB(%): percentage bias; SE: empirical standard error; MSE: mean squared error. γ-: multistate transition model without 

shared frailty. †: values less than 0.001. 

Parameter 
True 

value 

Proposed multistate transition model  Proposed multistate transition modelγ-  Semi-competing risks model 

Est PB (%) SE MSE  Est PB (%) SE MSE  Est PB(%) SE MSE 

a0 -1.730  -1.770  -2.338  0.201  0.041   -1.174  32.147  0.069  0.314       

a1 0.890  0.917  3.065  0.190  0.036   0.933  4.848  0.104  0.013       

b0 -3.870  -3.917  -1.224  0.299  0.091   -3.012  22.169  0.301  0.826       

b1 1.099  1.112  1.223  0.095  0.009   2.118  92.770  0.102  1.049       

λ14 0.0003 0.0003  -7.285  0.001†  0.001†   0.001†  -20.342  0.001†  0.001†       

λ23 0.020 0.020  -0.913  0.002  0.001†   0.013  -35.298  0.001  0.001†   0.016  -21.880  0.001  0.001†  

β23 -0.916 -0.913  0.371  0.117  0.014   -0.536  41.490  0.075  0.150   -0.534  41.773  0.073  0.152  

λ24 0.005 0.005  1.722  0.001†  0.001†   0.003  -36.624  0.001†  0.001†   0.002  -62.394  0.001†  0.001†  

β24 -0.916 -0.917  -0.118  0.146  0.021   -0.566  38.236  0.129  0.139   -0.786  14.181  0.112  0.029  

λ34 0.030 0.030  -0.877  0.002  0.001†   0.019  -36.511  0.001  0.001†   0.019  -36.790  0.001  0.001†  

β34,1 -0.916 -0.896  2.216  0.114  0.013   -0.654  28.644  0.098  0.078   -0.678  26.016  0.107  0.068  

β34,2 -0.916 -0.908  0.950  0.134  0.018   -1.084  -18.354  0.128  0.045   -1.127  -23.001  0.121  0.059  

θ 1.000 0.991  -0.922  0.125  0.016            
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Results of the comparison among the three multistate model methods under other scenarios 366 

are shown in Tables S1-S8 of the Appendix 1 in Additional file. On the whole, the performances 367 

of the three methods in scenarios of different cure rates, switching proportions, TE assumptions, 368 

and sample sizes are similar to that in the basic scenario. The bias of the parameter estimate 369 

based on the proposed multistate transition model is consistently small across different 370 

scenarios except for the case of a small sample size. When N=500 (see Table S8), the estimation 371 

bias cannot be ignored. The sample size of 500 might be too small to estimate 13 parameters at 372 

once. Besides, for the parameter 14 , the estimation in some scenarios is not satisfactory due 373 

to the impact of extreme estimates. The possible reason is that the true value of 14  (i.e., 0.0003) 374 

is too small to be easily affected by inaccurate estimates. In all scenarios, the parameter 375 

estimation biases are larger when the shared frailty is not considered in the proposed multistate 376 

transition model. For Zeng’s semi-competing risks model, the parameter estimation bias is large 377 

in all scenarios. With the change of cure rates, switching proportions, and TE assumptions, the 378 

estimation biases of certain parameters change significantly. Specifically, when the cure rate 379 

ratio increases, the parameter 24  is greatly overestimated (see Tables S1-S2 and Table 2). 380 

Because the increased cured patients in the experimental group greatly decrease the overall 381 

death hazard, which amplifies the treatment effect of the experimental therapy. With the 382 

increase of the switching proportion, the estimation biases of the parameters 34  and 34,1  383 

decrease while the estimation bias of the parameter 34,2   increases (see Tables S3-S4 and 384 

Table 2). Under different TE assumptions, the estimation biases of parameters 34,1  and 34,2  385 

change. Multiple factors may contribute to the result and it is hard to figure out. With the 386 

decrease of the sample size, the SE and MSE of the parameter estimate increase, which is true 387 
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for all three methods (see Tables S7-S8 and Table 2).  388 

Figure 3 shows PB(%) of the parameter estimate with the proposed multistate transition 389 

model and simple treatment switching adjustment methods (i.e., ITT, PPcen, PPexc, GE, IPE, 390 

and TSE) under scenarios of different cure rates (Figure 3 A1-A2), switching proportions 391 

(Figure 3 B1-B2), TE assumptions (Figure 3 C1-C2), and sample sizes (Figure 3 D1-D2). The 392 

logarithm of HR for death without progression (i.e., 24 ) is served as the true value as shown 393 

in the left column in Figure 3. Besides, for simple treatment switching adjustment methods, the 394 

estimation performance is also evaluated by comparing the estimate with the logarithm of 395 

average HR for death across all patients, as shown in the right column in Figure 3.   396 
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 397 

Figure 3. PB(%) of the estimate using the proposed model and contrast methods under different 398 

scenarios.  399 

*: Only for control methods (i.e., homogeneity assumption-based methods). TE: treatment effect. In C1-C2, 400 
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scenario 1 is the case that the CTE assumption is satisfied with  24 34,1 34,2 log 0.4     ; scenario 2 is the 401 

case that the CTE assumption is not satisfied with    24 34,1 34,2log 0.4 , log 0.6     ; scenario 3 is the case 402 

that the CTE assumption is not satisfied with    24 34,1 34,2log 0.4 , log 0.6     . N: sample size. 403 

As shown in Figure 3, for the estimation of 24  (left column), the bias of the proposed 404 

multistate transition model is much smaller than that of simple treatment switching adjustment 405 

methods (i.e., ITT, PPcen, PPexc, GE, IPE, and TSE). Besides, the performance of the proposed 406 

multistate transition model is robust with scenarios of different cure rates, switching proportions, 407 

and TE assumptions. In cases of small sample sizes, the estimation bias increases but is still 408 

acceptable (less than 10%). For simple treatment switching adjustment methods, the estimation 409 

bias of 24  is much larger. Besides, the bias is positive in most scenarios. That is, the protective 410 

treatment effect of the experimental therapy is underestimated. On the one hand, the treatment 411 

switching after PD in the control group narrows the death hazard gap between groups. On the 412 

other hand, the presence of the cured patients dilutes the treatment effect of the experimental 413 

therapy, since the experimental therapy has no effect on the death hazard of cured patients. In 414 

comparison with the left column, the estimation biases of simple treatment switching 415 

adjustment methods are much smaller in the right column in Figure 3. Because these methods 416 

measure the average treatment effect in essence, which is consistent with the true value in the 417 

right column. Nevertheless, the performances of ITT and PPcen methods are not satisfactory in 418 

the right column. When estimating the average treatment effect with simple treatment switching 419 

adjustment methods, the cure rates and switching proportion have large impacts on the 420 

estimation performance (see Figure 3 A2 and B2). When the cure rate in the experimental group 421 

increases, the estimation bias for the average treatment effect decreases. Because the average 422 
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death hazard of patients in the experimental group is decreased by the increasing proportion of 423 

the cured, the estimated treatment effect is increasing naturally. The estimation bias increases 424 

with the switching proportion, especially for ITT, PPcen, and PPexc methods.  425 

The details of the estimation bias variations with the cure rate, switching proportion, TE 426 

assumption, and sample size for simple treatment switching adjustment methods and proposed 427 

multistate transition model are as follows.  428 

The simulations in Figure 3 A1 are carried out under the scenario of =2000N  , CTE 429 

assumption satisfied, and switching proportion of 30%. It is observed that the estimation bias 430 

of the proposed multistate transition model is consistently small (less than 2%) in different cure 431 

rate scenarios. For simple treatment switching adjustment methods, the estimation bias of 24  432 

changes greatly with cure rates. In the scenario of 15% vs 15% (i.e., the cure rates are equal in 433 

the experimental and control groups), the estimation biases of 24  based on simple treatment 434 

switching adjustment methods are extremely large. Because the death hazard of cured patients 435 

is independent of the received therapy, the equal proportions of the cured in experimental and 436 

control groups dilutes the treatment effect of the experimental therapy. The treatment effect is 437 

greatly underestimated. In scenarios of 30% vs 15% and 45% vs 15%, the cure rate in the 438 

experimental group increases, the treatment effect underestimation is gradually eased and the 439 

estimation bias of 24  is decreased. Under the scenario of 45% vs 15%, influenced by the large 440 

cure rate in the experimental group, the treatment effect is overestimated for PPexc, GE, IPE, 441 

and TSE methods.  442 

As shown in Figure 3 B1, with the increase of the switching proportion, the estimation 443 

bias of all methods increases. The bias of the proposed multistate transition model is much 444 
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smaller than that of the simple treatment switching adjustment methods. With a sample size of 445 

2000, the bias of the former is less than 1% while the biases of the latter methods are larger than 446 

20%. The estimation biases of ITT and PPcen methods are more sensitive to the switching 447 

proportion.  448 

In Figure 3 C1, the CTE assumption is satisfied in scenario 1 (i.e., the treatment effect on 449 

OS is a constant before and after progression across all uncured patients) while the CTE 450 

assumption is not satisfied in the other two scenarios. It is observed that the proposed multistate 451 

transition model performs well in all scenarios. The estimation bias of simple treatment 452 

switching adjustment methods increases in scenario 2. Because in scenario 2, the treatment 453 

effect in progressed patients and switchers is smaller, the average treatment effect decreases. 454 

Then the treatment effect underestimation is exacerbated. In comparison with scenario 1, the 455 

treatment effect in switchers is smaller in scenario 3, i.e., the switchers benefit less in 456 

comparison with the patients who have been randomized to the experimental group from the 457 

beginning. The estimation biases of ITT, GE, IPE, and TSE methods decrease in scenario 3. 458 

Because the decreased switching effect attenuates the impact of treatment switching on OS. 459 

Besides, we find that the estimation biases of PPcen and PPexc methods are unchanged in 460 

scenario 3 compared to that in scenario 1. That is because the observation after treatment 461 

switching is excluded in analysis, the switching effect does not impact the estimation of these 462 

two methods.  463 

Figure 3 D1 shows the estimation bias versus the sample size. It is observed that the 464 

proposed multistate transition model is more sensitive to the sample size. Because there are 465 

much more parameters to estimate in the multistate transition model. The estimation bias 466 
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increases with the decrease of sample size. By contrast, the performance of simple treatment 467 

switching adjustment methods is less affected by the sample size. Nevertheless, the estimation 468 

bias of the proposed multistate transition model is smaller than that of simple treatment 469 

switching adjustment methods in cases of small sample sizes. 470 

Case study 471 

Diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL) is a curable lymphoma [33]. The standard 472 

treatment for DLBCL consists of cyclophosphamide, doxorubicin, vincristine, and prednisone 473 

(CHOP) chemotherapy with anti‐CD20 antibody rituximab (R) [34]. It has been proved that 474 

about 45% of DLBCL patients would be cured with R-CHOP treatments [35]. However, 475 

patients with treatment failure after R-CHOP often have a poor outcome [36]. Therefore, it is 476 

reasonable to allow patients who progressed with R-CHOP treatment to switch onto the 477 

experimental arm in RCT testing the effectiveness of a new treatment for DLBCL.  478 

Assume a new treatment for DLBCL with the cure rate of 50% and the HR of 0.6 in 479 

comparison with R-CHOP treatment, we generated simulation datasets of the RCT comparing 480 

the new treatment and R-CHOP. Patients who are progressed in R-CHOP arm are allowed to 481 

switch onto the new treatment arm in the simulated RCT. The parameter setting of the 482 

simulation data is based on Coiffer’s research [35]. More details are elaborated in Appendix 2 483 

of the Additional file. With the switching proportion of 10%, 30%, and 50%, the sample size of 484 

2000, 1000, and 500, the bias of the HR estimates of the new treatment obtained by the proposed 485 

multistate transitional model, Zeng’s semi-competing risks model, ITT, PPcen, PPexc, GE, IPE, 486 

and TSE methods are shown in Figure 4. It shows that based on one dataset, the estimation bias 487 

of the proposed model is much smaller in comparison with the other methods. With the increase 488 
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of the switching proportion, the estimation bias of contrast methods increases, while the 489 

estimation bias of the proposed model is robust. Under the scenario of N=1000, the estimation 490 

bias of the proposed model, as well as that of contrast methods, is larger, it could be attributed 491 

to the sample error of the simulated dataset.   492 

 493 

Figure 4. HR estimation bias of the proposed model and contrast methods based on the DLBCL 494 

dataset. 495 

Discussion 496 

To estimate the treatment effect of experimental therapy in RCTs with treatment switching 497 

permit in the presence of a cured subgroup, we propose a new multistate transition model in 498 

which the disease cure, progression, treatment switching, and death are accommodated. The 499 

proposed model hopes to separately quantify the treatment effect on the cure rate, progression 500 

hazard, and death hazard with or without progression. There are three trajectories to death in 501 

the model, including death for the cured to whom the progression would never happen, death 502 

without progression for the uncured, and death after progression for the uncured. The 503 

experimental effects on different trajectories are estimated separately in the model. Simulation 504 

studies under various scenarios show the good estimation performance and robustness of the 505 

proposed model. The results of comparisons with other methods illustrate the superiority of the 506 
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proposed model. 507 

As a multistate model, Zeng’s semi-competing risks model is included in the simulation 508 

as a control. The main difference between the proposed method and Zeng’s method is that the 509 

cured fraction and patient-specific frailty are not considered in Zeng’s method. Simulation 510 

results show that failing to incorporate the cured fraction in the model leads to large estimation 511 

biases. The effect estimation based on the proposed model without considering shared frailty is 512 

also biased. Therefore, when there is a cured subgroup, the proposed model is preferable. The 513 

shared frailty connects the progression and death times and describes the patient heterogeneity 514 

at the same time, which makes the model more scientific, rigorous, and rational. 515 

Different from the proposed multistate transition model, some existing methods, including 516 

ITT, PPcen, PPexc, GE, IPE, and TSE methods, ignore the multiple trajectories to death in 517 

patients. These methods assume that the treatment effect keeps the same in all patients, and the 518 

possible change of the treatment effect after progression is also neglected. We call them simple 519 

treatment switching adjustment methods in this paper. As shown in the simulation study, the 520 

treatment effect estimates of these methods are more close to the effect averaged over all 521 

patients and all disease stages. When aiming to estimate the treatment effect on the hazard of 522 

one specific transition, for example, the death hazard in patients without progression, simple 523 

treatment switching adjustment methods bring about large biases. The bias varies with the cure 524 

rate, switching proportion, treatment effect, and switching effect. Therefore, these methods are 525 

incapable of providing specific treatment effect estimations on transition hazards between states. 526 

Instead, they provide average treatment effect estimation, which could not meet the needs of 527 

clinical practice in some cases. Besides, among these simple treatment switching adjustment 528 
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methods, the PPcen method produces the largest bias when estimating the average treatment 529 

effect. The GE, IPE, and TSE methods perform better in adjusting the treatment switching and 530 

estimating the treatment effect on OS. Many studies have been conducted in the literature to 531 

compare these methods, details are not elaborated here since it is not the core of this paper. 532 

Readers interested are referred to [2, 9, 11-14].  533 

The multistate transition model proposed in this paper accommodates the possible cured 534 

fraction of patients innovatively, which makes the model more applicable. The shared frailty 535 

modeled by gamma distribution accounts for the individual heterogeneity of patients and 536 

dependence of progression and death times, which improves the generality of the proposed 537 

model. The limitation of the study is that the possible dropout or loss to follow-up and covariates 538 

that might influence the progression and death hazard have not been considered in the model, 539 

the extension on these aspects is under consideration.    540 

Conclusions 541 

The superiority and robustness of the proposed multistate transition model qualify it to 542 

estimate the treatment effect in trials with the treatment switching permit after progression and 543 

a cured subgroup. 544 
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Figure Legends 670 

Figure 1. Proposed multistate transition model in which the cured fraction (bold) is innovatively 671 

considered.  672 

Figure 2. Flow chart of the PSO algorithm. 673 

Figure 3. PB(%) of the estimate using the proposed model and contrast methods under different 674 

scenarios.  675 

Figure 4. HR estimation bias of the proposed model and contrast methods based on the DLBCL 676 

dataset.  677 
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